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FIRST YOU FLY MORE THAN 1300 KM ... 
... starting at Copenhagen airport. Then, after landing at Vagar Airport, you book a taxi, 
which after a 25-minute drive drops you at the end of a very narrow, and very potholed dirt 
road. Leynarvatn they call the spot. Here guests transfer to a battered Land Rover of unknown 
vintage driven by a KOKS employee still in his bib apron. After a bone-shaking 800-metre 
drive, we arrive at a very old farmhouse built of fieldstones on a mountain slope – with views 
that immediately bowl you over. No wonder the Faroese authorities have declared this a 
conservation area. “KOKS” it says in small, unassuming letters over a low door.
Welcome to the most northerly Michelin restaurant in Europe. 
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Other main culinary themes are the traditional preservation methods of drying fish 
and birds. Fermenting and ageing methods bring out an umami taste. Grindedráp, 
hunting pilot whales, meant the Faroese of old could fill their bellies and stave off 
famine, with what in time became a favourite national dish. They learned that every 
last morsel of the fish, bird or mammal was precious; what was not eaten immediately 
was preserved. Whale meat was hung in outhouses and wind-ventilated drying 
sheds to mature. As fish and meat ferments and matures over time they take on 
varying flavour nuances, and ræst and skerpikjøt (semi-dried and dried mutton), 
too, became important elements in the signatory flavour spectrum of traditional 
Faroese gastronomy. 
Dried fish and whale meat are still considered delicacies. And these signature foods 
are still - in varying degrees of flavour intensity - included in many modern Faroese 
culinary creations.

AND NOW FOR OUR EVENING MEAL
First waiters presented us with a large platter containing the horse mussels, blue 
mussels, sea urchins, Norway lobsters, seaweed, etc., with which the chefs would 
be pleasing our palates in the course of the evening.
The tasting menu had been well put together, consisting of 18 very diverse and 
well-proportioned servings, paired with, respectively, Champagne, sake, white 
wine, red wine and a vintage dessert wine.
A considerable number of the many servings were greeted with delighted exclama-
tions at our table, due partly to their aesthetic impact and partly to the choreo-
graphed ballet their flavours performed on our tongues.
I feel I have to highlight one serving in particular among the many extremely excellent 
servings: halibut & watercress. A very simple but enticingly attractive serving. The fish 
had been freshly caught that same day, of course, a matter of hours before the meal; 
the watercress had been imported from further south in the kingdom.
The mahogany clam, too, offered exquisite, concentrated taste and flavour, a little 
reminiscent of oysters - and also offered a pleasant chewiness. This clam can reach 
a considerable age. 

Hjallur
The average Faroese household includes a ‘hjallur’ – a small store-house, slatted to allow the wind through it. 
Here, meat matures throughout autumn and winter, slowly drying to produce that singularly Faroese flavour. 
This is the key to some very Faroese culinary delights, such as ræst and skjerpekjøt. 
It is difficult to better Faroese lamb. Nevertheless many Faroese simply can’t get themselves to eat it fresh. 
They hang most of it out to dry in their ‘hjallur’ because Ræst is something you cannot buy off the shelf.
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The Frantzén menu – and the way it is served – is a truly extraordinary culinary 
experience, which must be categorised as modern Nordic cuisine with both French 
and Japanese twists.

THE MEAL 
Neighbouring Norway produces truly excellent seafood, not least the beautiful 
“Norway lobster” or langoustine. We are served one single langoustine tail of im-
pressive size, flash-fried and topped with crispy koshihikari rice. Just looking at it 
is an experience in itself!
But the mouthfeel, the consistency and – after a tiny dip into golden-brown butter 
mayo with a hint of ginger and a little onion powder – the flavourfulness do the 
perfect waltz on our palates. This is a truly memorable flavour experience.
But the langoustine is not the only supreme Norwegian produce served. It is followed 
by scallops from the northernmost Norwegian waters. On this particular day they are 
served with a fairly “hot” (as in spicy) XO sauce. The sea urchin, too, with its accom-
panying finger lime and chrysanthemum petals goes down extremely well.
This is followed by the signature dish I mentioned at the beginning of this piece: 
Bitter and pickled greens, “homage satio tempestas”. With the serving comes a 
complete list of all the involved ingredients, arriving simultaneously with the 
last-minute dip consisting of whipped buttermilk flavoured with crispy fish scales 
and sesame seeds. Lovely to be reacquainted with this Frantzén classic.
Frantzén serves two “main courses”. Today, one was roast Guinea fowl with brown 
butter, vin jaune, blond miso, walnuts and smoked cherries, and the other a serving 
of aged spring lamb two ways. The main ingredients, poultry and lamb, are of superb, 
even unique, quality but what really makes these dishes exceptional even at this 
level is the confident, stylish, cleverly composed garnish that appeals to every hedo- 
nistic gene in our bodies.
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Speaking of being unaffected: We witnessed very costly bottles of wine being opened 
with a red-hot pair of pincers, which – you might argue – in a different environment 
might have been carried out with great fanfare – but here at the Geranium there is 
minimal fuss. 
But as a guest you do watch it, of course, quietly admiring the professionalism: 
The hot metal is applied to the neck of the bottle, quickly followed by some very 
cold water, and the bottle neck snaps off cleanly, cork and all, eliminating any risk 
of getting bits of cork into your wine. Clever handiwork that never becomes a stunt.
Geranium’s maitre de cuisine, Rasmus Kofoed, is a legend in the world of culinary com-
petitions as witnessed by his – not one, not two but three – Bocuse d’Or statuettes: 
Bronze (2005), Silver (2007) and Gold (2011). An unprecedented and totally amazing 
achievement.
And now Rasmus Kofoed has been awarded his third Michelin star for Geranium, 
confirming that he is one of the world’s all-time culinary greats. 
Not surprisingly, guests cannot stop watching him during the meal. That does not 
seem to bother him, though, he is calmness incarnate moving about in the open 
kitchen. Everybody in the kitchen moves calmly, purposefully, obviously of one 
mind to co-operative seamlessly and to deliver the ultimate, perfect meal.
To me, Geranium’s servings are among the most aesthetically beautiful in the world, 
they are light and refreshing but so flavourful. In the main, Rasmus Kofoed champions 
humble Danish produce but that does not prevent him from having an international, 
playful approach or offering the odd serving of caviar. His servings are thoughtful, 
exquisite and elegant, carried out with enormous, effortless technical skill.
The tiny charred potatoes look like somebody has dropped them in the fire and for-
gotten all about them. But the taste is to die for, and the aroma of the embers brings 
back memories of my childhood.
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I had been waiting an age, having made numerous attempts at getting a table at the 
legendary Hotel Bristol. A table at Epicure. I had seen images of Eric Frechon’s food 
on various media, and I was smitten. 
But on a brief visit to Paris I finally managed to book a table, although I was actually 
only there en route to a funeral in Lyon, that of the great culinary master, Paul Bocuse.
Epicure is located in some of the most opulent and elegant French premises I have 
ever visited. Everything emanates the utmost luxury, the beautiful, heavy curtains, 
enormous chandeliers, soft furnishings everywhere, tables with thick tablecloths, 
and chairs you could comfortable take a snooze in, marble floors, silverware every-
where, a park for stretching your legs, as well as art work on every wall. This is opu-
lence of the highest order, most impressive, and totally wonderful when you know 
you’re in the best of hands. And you certainly are here. Grande Classe incarnate.
After our first waiter turned up, we actually began to be a little worried that the 
event would turn out to be too formal. He served champagne in the strangest way, 
with exaggerated gestures, like a scene taken out of the film, Ratatouille, with a 
level of arrogance you would have to be French to be able to duplicate.
But all was well; the rest of the waiters were not at all of the same ilk. Watching 
them during the meal was like watching a well-choreographed ballet; they carried 
out their work beautifully, with incredible style but good-humouredly and had an 
impressive knowledge about everything they were serving. It is such a joy when the 
art of waitering is executed well, with self-respect as well as respect for the guest; it 
makes visiting a Rolls-Royce restaurant a dream.
The food was so aesthetically beautiful and so flavoursome that the whole experi-
ence rose to a higher level. From start to finish flavourfullness of the highest order, 
being titillated again and again with a little spiciness reminiscent of other coun-
tries. Wonderful. When you are served the large tasting menu in various regions of 
the world, it is rare not to get one or two servings that are perhaps not dishes you 
would order again but in this case we were in complete agreement that we were in 
French gourmet heaven.
The Sologne Caviar serving made the little hairs at the back of my neck stand on end 
with its slender, crisp citrus “snap”, which – of course – arrived on its own little silver 
stand. Velvety potato and smoked haddock topped with plenty of caviar, worthy of 
the Gods, I tell you.
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THE MAN HIMSELF
In any discussion of French gastronomy, you have to mention the iconic chef, the 
fiery enthusiast, the gastronomy entertainer, Marc Veyrat. Monsieur Veyrat has 
previously run two other restaurants, La Maison de Marc Veyrat (also known as 
l’Auberge de l’Eridan) in Veyrier-du-Lac and La Ferme de mon Père in Megève, both 
of which, impressively, had three Michelin stars.
In 2009 he announced that he was withdrawing for health reasons but regained his 
drive and returned in 2013, at which point he opened La Maison des Bois. 
By 2017 he had achieved another three stars, and unheard-of 20 points out of 20 
from the Gault-Millau. 
I clearly remember my teacher and mentor, Michel Michaud, speaking of his visit to 
Marc Veyrat’s establishment, many years before I met Monsieur Veyrat myself.
More than any other dish, I think of his salade folle, which inspired, first my 
culinary mentor, and later me. I still serve my own version of this very salad.

PHYSICAL SURROUNDINGS 
The restaurant does not look impressive from the outside but I later thought, how 
could it compete with the incredibly breathtaking surroundings, with snow-covered 

mountain peaks and dramatic, soaring, grey mountain sides.
The chalet is built of whole logs, and is full of so many details that it 
is difficult to get your head around everything.
I was one of the first guests to arrive that evening and was offered a 
seat on one of the lovely wooden chairs in front of the enormous 
fireplace. Above me, I noticed various herbs, vegetables and roots 
drying on trays, perched on the ceiling-height beams.
To my right, in the middle of the ground floor, about two metres 
from my seat, was what must be the world’s most luxuriously 
located henhouse with hens strutting about quite happily. This 
speaks volumes about the effort put into every detail of this place.
The first floor contains the open kitchen and the dining room itself, 
affording diners views of both the totally amazing scenery outside 
and the bustling team of chefs and waiters inside. And, of course, 

Monsieur Veyrat himself moving between the kitchen and restaurant guests. 
He seems to be in his element, chatting away in French to everybody (including 
those who do not necessarily understand French).
The wealth of detail at La Maison des Bois is overwhelming, everything from the 
henhouse to the wine cellar, the cloakrooms, the wooden building a few metres 
from the restaurant where vegetables are carefully stored, and fresh produce is 
preserved for the winter, the silver cutlery, the water cups, everything gives the 
impression of having been especially designed for this restaurant. It is the most 
luxurious restaurant interior I have ever experienced.

FOOD SERVINGS
Various media have described Marc Veyrat’s cuisine as French molecular gastro- 
nomy, and they are not far wrong. But what exactly is molecular gastronomy? To my 
mind, it is the knowledge and study of flavourfulness  linked with the desire to draw 
on natural science in the process of developing new dishes and flavours; under-
standing the chemical and physical aspects of taste, and the technological properties 
of ingredients.
In my book, M. Veyrat has been focusing intensely on vegetables and herbs for 
many years, actually way before the craze for foraged herbs and vegetables hit the 
world championed by the Noma in the first decade of this century.

La Maison des Bois 
At an altitude of 1800 metres 
in a breathtakingly beautiful 

location in the French Alps with 
Mont Blanc in the distance lies 

La Maison des Bois, a true pearl 
of a restaurant cum hotel cum spa.

 It is almost a village in its own right, 
the main, large chalet surrounded 

by a cluster of smaller wooden 
buildings, in perfect harmony with 

its pastoral environment. 
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Seated in luxurious, classic French armchairs in the large lounge with breathtaking 
views of the river, we decide an apéritif might be in order but change our minds 
because Switzerland is, of course, famous for its digestifs, and none more than its 
signature Eau de Vie Poire Williams.
The enjoyment of this regional choice was a good omen of the impressive dinner to 
come in the adjacent dining room. We were given the choice between a large 
number of eaux de vie (fruit spirits) or wines from a very comprehensive wine list.
Canton of Basel-Stadt is, of course, in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, 
and is also to a great extent Switzerland’s economic locomotive. 
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One of the restaurant’s specialties is salad compositions with up to 100 different 
green herbs and roots called “21-31-41 insalata”. As you can gather from its name, 
the number of herbs in the composition may vary with the seasons but there are 
always an impressive number of elements to the salad – we were actually shown the 
list of ingredients; there were almost 100 – which comes with an oil-based dressing 
with sesame seeds. As a finishing touch to this serving a cup of dashi was served, 
which we drank with great appreciation.

At the end of the meal we were served several excellent desserts. I would particularly 
like to draw attention to a deconstructed lemon tart, drizzled with limoncello and 
topped with a little whipped cream, meringues and delicate marzipan “flowers”.
All through the entire experience we received excellent service – a la Italiana – with 
a flourish but attentive, the emphasis being on how we were experiencing our meal. 
We were also given a guided tour around the kitchen. Italian hospitality is nothing 
short of wonderful.

I started this piece with some comments on Piedmont wines. We greatly enjoyed 
tasting a selection of these in preference to a number of other options of very fine 
wines from elsewhere. The Piazza Duomo wine list features many top quality wines 
from all over the world.
We were tempted by a grappa from legendary Romano Levi. But if truth be known, 
one of the main reasons Levi’s grappas used to be such an experience was his hand-
drawn labels, as often as not just a torn-off bit of newspaper or the like, which he 
would draw on and sign, and then stick on to the bottle, once a customer had decided 
to purchase a bottle or two. 
The labels are beautiful – and nowadays quite rare. You 
can still get grappas bearing Romano Levi’s name. 
There are, however, not many left with his original 
hand-drawn and signed labels but being the fortunate 
owner of one I offer our readers a photograph of just 
such a label.    BENT CHRISTENSEN  

Piazza Duomo
Piazza Risorgimento 4 
12051 Alba 
Italia
T +39 0173 366167
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DEEP IN THE FOREST, FAR, FAR AWAY ... 
LIES A RESTAURANT RUN BY A FAMOUS FEMALE CHEF
The Slovenian restaurant, Hiša Franko, is located on the edge of a forest about 20 
minutes’ drive from Cividale del Friuli in Italy and across the Italian-Slovenian border, 
on the outskirts of the small village of Kobarid. 
Some of Italy’s best white wines are produced on the other side of the border, in 
Collio Goriziano, in the Friuli region in northeast Italy. Part of Collio Goriziano – or 
Goriška Brda – is actually in Slovenia, and Slovenian wines are definitely right up 
there with the very best. 
We discovered this for ourselves at Hiša Franko. Its vine cellar offers a truly impres-
sive array of local wines – from wine producers such as Bjana, Movia, Ščurek and 
Simčič Marjan. After tasting quite a number of their excellent wines, I can confirm 
that when it comes to wine, in no way does the Slovenian region Goriška Brda stand 
in the shadow of neighbouring Italian region Collio Goriziano. 

In 2017 Slovenian Ana Roš, maître de cuisine and co-owner of 
Hiša Franko, was named the World’s Best Female Chef. When 
very young, she was a ski champion but gave up her potential 
career in the sport to study with a view to becoming a diplomat. 
Then somewhere along the line she met and married sommelier 
Valter Kramar. His parents ran Hiša Franko, an old established 
restaurant originally built in 1868, in the Soča valley. In 2000, 
Valter and Ana took over the family restaurant, when Valter’s 
parents decided to retire – a brave step, as Ana had little cooking 
experience at the time. She started out waitressing at the restau-
rant but was soon trying to convince the Hiša Franco’s chef to 

add new twists to traditional recipes. He was having none of it, and when he left, 
Ana took over the kitchen. 

Ana Roš is now in her forties and employs young hopefuls from all over the world, 
both in the kitchen and front-of-house. Linguistically, this worked well for us as 
guests. Everything was explained to us in English, which was fortunate as the Slo-
venian language is somewhat of a mystery to us.
Ana, who is self taught, is determined to showcase Slovenia’s culinary traditions 
and the potential of the region’s fresh produce in her sophisticated, seasonal menus.

The restaurant’s premises are quite large with tables in several available dining 
rooms, including one with a large, partially open terrace area. We chose to be seated 
inside, in the “red dining room” – its name a reference to its bright red walls. From 
our table we were able to observe the sights and sounds of a dramatic thunderstorm 
raging outside, including the frequent streaks of lightning across the dark sky, and 
the hard, unrelenting rain.

When proclaiming Ana Roš the 2017 World’s Best 
Female Chef, William Drew, Group Editor of The 

World’s 50 Best Restaurants, said, “Ana Roš is a very 
worthy recipient of this year’s World’s Best Female 
Chef honour. Her precision, attention to detail and 

imagination distinguish her as a true leader in global 
gastronomy. Her passion for local ingredients, her 

investment in people and her commitment to 
elevating the culinary arts in her native Slovenia 

make her an inspirational role model.”
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After my rustic pasta dish, I enjoyed a number of exquisite fish and seafood dishes. 
The Da Vittorio menu does not always specify individual fish dishes but gives guests 
a general description, for example, “a menu of fish and crustaceans, depending on 
market availability”. Suffice it to say that every dish was executed to high inter-
national standards with hints of traditional Lombardy cuisine.

The dishes were beautiful, an impressive demonstration of Da Vittorio’s respect for the 
very best of high-quality produce, and yet – to my mind – the full potential of flavours 
had somehow not been reached in all of the restaurant’s creations. Professional 
routine is, of course, a good and commendable base but sometimes – just sometimes 
– a thoughtful flavour twist can re-engage the palate.    BENT CHRISTENSEN

Da Vittorio
Via Cantalupa, 17 
24060 Brusaporto (BG)  
Italia
T +39 035.681024

“This traditional pasta recipe comes from Vittorio, Enrico 
  and Roberto Cerea’s father. The paccheri pasta (large tube shapes) 
  is served in a simple tomato sauce, made from both tinned 
  and fresh tomatoes, and topped with Parmesan.”
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The menu we are presented with is seasonal, of course, but fortunately 
it still encompasses a number of Keller’s signature dishes, which those 

of us who have been so fortunate to have eaten here before value and look forward to.
It would be a sad thing to visit the Per Se for the first time, for example, and not get 
the chance to enjoy the legendary “Oysters and Pearls”, the oyster creation on a 
tapioca sabayon with Island Creek Oysters and Sterling White Sturgeon Caviar, 
which for many years has been such a distinctive reference point in the elegant 
Keller cuisine.
First we are offered another Keller classic: the small cornets with sour cream and 
salmon tartare and a sprinkling of chives on top. Thomas Keller first created them 
in his quest for an appetiser suitable for serving at a stand-up event. They come in a 
small silver holder wrapped in a small napkin.
Other very memorable dishes are the “Hudson Valley Moulard Duck Foie Gras”, 
“Celery Panna Cotta” and “Snake River Farms Calotte de Boeuf” plated with a very 
imaginative selection – and display – of vegetables.

”It’s all about finesse” 
Thomas Keller
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